Students were dazzled and held in their gut wrenching laughter during The Showoff Show in the UC lounge on March 26.

The lounge was full of students who were treated to free Twix candy bars by ACE.

The interactive comedy show stars Evan Young and Jonathan Burns. They performed bizarre tricks and showed off their raw comedy abilities. Young is a professional juggler and Burns is a comedian/contortionist. They performed tricks some of which you can also do at home with your friends.

Their first trick featured balloon animals, with help from an audience member telling them he wanted to them make a dog.

After that Burns did an impressive card trick with sophomore Meredith Allen.

The comedic duo made little jokes in between acts and reluctantly continued making the females their main targets for ‘hit-on’ jokes.

They also showed off their atypical dance moves.

Young also performed a trick with a young lady from the audience as well. He taught her how to twist a toothbrush with one finger, while Burns tried disrupting him.

“This is live entertainment, so when you see a bowling ball coming towards your head… it’s happening,” said Young.

After each trick they muttered their final word of success. Burns said, “Yes” and Young said, “Ka pow.”

For their final tricks, Young balanced on two skateboards as he juggled a toilet brush, a knife and a bowling ball. Burns did a contortionist move through a toilet seat.

His attire caught the crowd by surprise as he wore a leotard top and red shorts that had UNCP taped across the bottom.
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Comedy troupe entertains students with magic tricks, contortionist moves

Evan Young attempts to juggle a toilet brush, knife, and a bowling ball while balancing on a rolling ramp.
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The 12th annual, A Taste of iWorld, will be held on April 8 at 10 a.m. in the University Center Lounge.

The Office of Multicultural and Minority Affairs and its Diversity Committee for Communities of Interest host and sponsor this event.

A Taste of World brings and celebrates the many different cultures at UNCP.

Robert Canida, director of Multicultural and Minority Affairs, said, “Last year we transformed A Taste of Culture (which we had celebrated for 10 years at UNCP) to A Taste of iWorld to emphasize the globalized diversity at UNCP by representing the seven continents.”

The festivities consist of various displays, performances and food, which can be sampled, presented by UNCP students, faculty, staff and members of the community representing their cultural backgrounds.

Canida said, “The main purpose of A Taste of World is to celebrate UNCP’s rich diversity and to continue to educate our university on the importance of inclusion and the respect of differences.”
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33rd National Conference on Undergraduate Research (NCUR)
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
1725 State Street
La Crosse, Wisconsin USA
April 16-18, 2009

For complete details on these opportunities, visit our website at www.uncp.edu/purc or contact:
Dr. Lee Phillips, Associate Director of PURC Center
Email: lee.phillips@uncp.edu
Phone: 910.522.5767
Office: Old Main 2138

Numerous Internship and Research Opportunities Available
See our website for details

Now is a Great Time to GET INVOLVED in Faculty Mentored Research and/or Creative Activities!

Sophomore Connection

Introducing the office of...

Second Year Programs

Specialty Programming Academic Advising Tutoring
Even guidance with your major – switching, declaring, etc

All for the second year student at UNC Pembroke. So whether you hear second year programs or sophomore connection, We are here to work through your academic concerns.

Located in Minnea A division of the CAE

The UNCP Sophomore Program is designed to assist sophomores in deciding academic and career paths and to ease transition from the first year to the second year through various campus connections.

Pembroke Undergraduate Research and Creativity Center
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